Year 6

Have we always looked like this?
Who were the Mayans and what did we learn from them?

Key Humanities questions

Key Science questions

Who were the Mayans and where did
they live?
What evidence do we have that the
Mayans were an advanced civilization?
What have the Mayan civilization in
common with space travel?
What can we learn from the way they
built their pyramids?
What do we know of the rituals carried
out by the Mayan civilization?
Why was the Sun an important feature
in Mayan life?
What caused the Mayan Civilization to
disappear?

Could we possibly have evolved
from apes, monkeys or other
primates?
What do fossils tell us about ‘how
things have changed’?
Who was Charles Darwin and
why is he still a controversial
figure?
Why do you not usually look
exactly like your mum or dad?
Research the way humans have
adapted over years that requires
you to start with a range of
questions.

As Historians can we…?

Can they say where a period of history
fits on a timeline?

Can they place a specific event on a
timeline by decade?

Can they place features of historical
events and people from past societies
and periods in a chronological
framework?

As Scientists can we…?

Recognise that living things have changed
over time and that fossils provide information
about living things that inhabited the Earth
millions of years ago?
Recognise that living things produce
offspring of the same kind, but normally
offspring vary and are not identical to their
parents?

As Musicians can we…?
Using technology can we…?

Perform and compose our own music?

Select, use and combine a variety of
software on a range of digital devices.

As Writers can we…?






Plan and write in different genres.
Write informal letters
Compose a balanced argument.
Write a story from another person’s point of view.
Write descriptions of fictional places based on text information

As Readers can we…?




Compare characters.
Drawing inferences, such as inferring
characters feelings, thoughts and
motives.
Justifying inferences with evidence.

As Linguists can we talk about…?






Activities
Places to go
Sleepovers
Midnight feasts

As mathematicians can we…?





Use written methods to +, -, x and ÷, including problem solving.
Convert measures
Solve problems involving time.
Reason and problem solve about numbers

To develop our physical ability can we …?
Can you create a group dance that
requires you to use different balances,
giving consideration to your skeletal
position?

To develop our religious and cultural
understanding can we…?

Compare religious stories of creation with scientific
views?

